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tomb raider is an action-adventure game developed by crystal dynamics and
published by square enix. the tomb raider game was produced by kyle paschal and
composed by scott krotz. this game is the tenth title in the tomb raider franchise
and operates as a reboot that reconstructs the origins of lara croft. tomb raider
game was launched on march 5, 2013, for microsoft window, playstation 3, and

xbox 360. tomb raider ps3 pkg and iso can be download and installed on any hen,
cfw, hfw exploited system along with updates and dlc via usb or lan (ftp). the mod

adds 7 nude skins for lara in shadow of the tomb raider. it removes blue heroin
tunic, croft fitness, desert tank, midnight sentinel, angel of darkness, serpent guard

and tactical adventurer. 6 skins works in textures ultra. only the 1st skin of
campaign standard adventurer tactic requires high textures. it includes the - it will
remove roxengine.dll and it will stop loading in the game. this one gives an error at

first load of the game. you can still continue but you wont be able to go off the
mission and use all the features of the game. additionally the game shows you

limited information regarding the achievements and the looping between scenes
and basic dialogues disappear. no more stuttering �fixed this� or �i think i fixed it�

tomb raiders.net service is shutdown on december 10. there are no backups of
tomb raider archives, as tomb raider servers do not back up the full versions of the
games on our servers. the game is no longer supported officially by square enix. we

will continue the service on the list until the closure.
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